The intent of this newsletter is to inform the DEED community about upcoming events and related news in DEED, ASEE, and the engineering design community. As always, these newsletters and even more awesome content are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, at locations all around the world on our DEED website (http://deed.asee.org/).

- Reid
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1) DEED Annual Conference Highlights: Postcard Sessions, Panels, Workshops, and more!

The infographic of the DEED technical program at ASEE 2017 is your one-stop shop for everything DEED in Columbus. You should check it out and….

- Revel in the rapid-fire Postcard Sessions!
- Feel welcome at a panel on increasing gender inclusivity
- Envision the future of engineering design education at both a panel and a workshop
- Hone your skills** at workshops on biomimicry and self-regulated learning in engineering design projects.
- Come meet our Award Winners – our inaugural Distinguished Service Award winner and the 4 student essay contest winners…. each depicting a provocative view about the future of engineering design education...
  - When can you meet them? During our Tuesday evening 1-2 punch of the Business Meeting followed by Dinner*
- And, of course, even more!!!!

*The dinner is open to all – we’ll meet right after the business meeting (meet at 6:00 on Tuesday at the business meeting room) and go to a Melt. There is no cost to sign up for this (and you can show up even if you don’t sign up) – as everyone is to pay for their own dinner. BUT, we urge you to bring some cash (not only credit) so that we can more easily handle the check at the end [**in other words, after you hone your skills (at the DEED workshops), we do need to pay the bills (at the DEED dinner)].
2) DEED Officer Nominations

Nominations for DEED Program Chair for ASEE 2019 (Tampa!) and for DEED Directors are being taken now. Please send nominations to Reid Bailey at rrbailey@virginia.edu.

The DEED Program Chair 2019 will roll into being DEED VP/Treasurer in 2020 and DEED Chair in 2021. DEED Directors are 1-year terms and used to support special projects such as administering the DEED Service Award and the Student Essay Contest.

3) International Symposium on Academic Makerspaces

The 2nd International Symposium on Academic Makerspaces will be held September 24-27, 2017 at Case Western Reserve University. The symposium joins the people, knowledge & inspiration that fuse to catalyze higher education makerspaces and maximize impact on the student learning experience and professional success. A call for papers/posters for the symposium is posted at https://isam2017.secure-platform.com/a. More information on the symposium can be found at https://isam2017.hemimakers.org/.

4) Expert Input: Sustainable Design Rubric

The purpose of this email is to ask for your assistance in the development of a Sustainable Design Rubric. It is our goal to identify criteria that are applicable across engineering disciplines. We believe the resulting rubric will be a valuable tool for student learning and for assessing sustainability-oriented objectives in engineering capstone and design projects. And, we believe it will be a much better tool with your input! Please take a few minutes to provide us your expert judgment following the link below.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding this email or this project, please contact Elise M. Barrella, Ph.D., Department of Engineering, James Madison University at barrelem@jmu.edu.

Link: http://jmu.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6J4E9V3ClQPipX4N

Study Information: The rubric work is being completed as part of NSF#1463865 Developing and Assessing Engineering Students’ Cognitive Flexibility in the Domain of Sustainable Design. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation. This expert panel survey was reviewed and approved by JMU IRB under protocol #15-0584 (see cover letter below).

5) Position Announcement: Managing Director at University of Michigan Center for Socially Engaged Design

A managing director is sought to lead The Center for Socially Engaged Design in the University of Michigan College of Engineering. At one of the world’s leading research and educational
institutions, The Center for Socially Engaged Design (C-SED) empowers students and design practitioners with perspectives and skills needed to design effective interventions that are impactful for society. We believe this requires designers to take into account the fullest social, cultural, economic, and environmental contexts of their design process and push designers to recognize and analyze how their own cultural contexts shape their approach. C-SED provides novel educational resources and fosters a community of research and practice at the University of Michigan.

For more information and to apply, please see the full announcement at: [http://careers.umich.edu/job_detail/140204/managing_director_center_for_socially_engaged_design](http://careers.umich.edu/job_detail/140204/managing_director_center_for_socially_engaged_design)

6) Submitting to the DEED Listserv

To submit an item to the InDEED newsletter, please prepare a short description (no more than 2 paragraphs) including any relevant URLs (in explicit form, not as hyperlinks), deadlines and contact information.

Putting the words “DEED newsletter” in the subject will help make sure your submission makes it in the email.

Email this information to Reid Bailey, DEED Division Chair - [rrbailey@virginia.edu](mailto:rrbailey@virginia.edu)

The newsletter will be distributed around the 15th of each month. Newsletter submissions should be sent no later than the 10th of the month.

Reid Bailey
DEED Chair 2016-2017